RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR THE USE OF TOWN FIELDS

Town of Kingston, New Hampshire

1. All players, coaches and spectators are to be off the fields no later than one-half hour before dusk. It is the responsibility of club management or of the coaches to determine the time of sunset on a given day and to ensure that the fields are vacated accordingly.

2. All trash and debris must be picked up and properly disposed. The field and any road leading to it or along which players and spectators park must be kept free of litter and debris.

3. No lighting is to be used on any town field. No vehicle headlights, portable spotlights, or any other type of lighting is to be used to illuminate the fields.

4. Permanent Food Concessions are not allowed on town fields. Individual groups may conduct food sales for their fundraising efforts not more than four times in any 30-day period. Teams may have cookouts for players and coaches (no sale of food) without restriction. Fields are to be returned to their original condition, all litter is to be removed and properly disposed of, and adult supervision is to be available at all times.

5. Coaches are required to run drills and plays in such a manner as to minimize damage to any particular areas of the fields. Plays should be run from varying starting points whenever possible, and fields should be re-striped several feet removed from the locations of previous striping. A minimum of two consecutive days in every seven day period must be reserved for field regeneration - there will be no use of the field on those days.

6. Should the Health Officer or any emergency services personnel of the town deem it unsafe for outdoor practice or games, all activity will cease and the fields will be vacated.

7. Individual teams and their coaches will be responsible to ensure that parking is orderly and in no way interferes with vehicular or pedestrian traffic, or in any way inconveniences or presents a nuisance to area residents.

8. There is to be no use of Alcohol on any town property.

9. Teams using town fields are to provide to the Board of Selectmen a Certificate of Insurance as proof of liability coverage, naming the Town of Kingston as an additional insured.

10. Rules and Regulations are subject to change upon notification, and violation of any of the rules and regulations may be cause to restrict further use of town properties by the violating party.

Please, follow all rules at all times in order to continue using Kingston’s fields.